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Highlights 20 Oct – 8 Nov 2012
• Displaced Palestinian families from Syria (DPS) continue to 

cross the Lebanon-Syria border in both directions
• The high level of movements between areas in and out of the 

country makes it very challenging to collect accurate data. 
UNRWA is redoubling its efforts to update and make the data 
more accurate 

• After Eid, LFO started moving its education activities for DPS 
children to the second phase of their implementation, where 
more learning materials based on the Syrian curriculum are 
introduced. This is done in close cooperation with experts on 
the Syrian curriculum and emergency education at SFO and HQ/
UNRWA 

• Coordination of winterization responses is ongoing. The focus 
remains on the Beqaa Area

Numbers and distribution 
It is estimated that the number of DPS in Lebanon is approximately 
9,666 (or 2,248 families). Their numbers and location are demonstrated 
in detail in the graph. 29% of the DPS are women, 42% are children, 
29% are men. The approximate distribution across the country is:

UNRWA Appeal and Funding
On 7 September, UNRWA distributed a draft Humanitarian 
Response Plan for a period of six months (from September 
2012 – February 2013) covering the humanitarian needs of 
Palestine refugees affected by the conflict in Syria.  The Plan 
requires $8.26m for activities in Lebanon to serve a population 
of 10,000 displaced Palestinians in Lebanon.

Breakdown of the Appeal and Funding
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UNRWA Health Updates 
UNRWA continues to deliver medical consultations and 
medications through its health centres.  Together with donors 
and partners, UNRWA also administers emergency/life-saving 
hospitalization and deliveries. 

UNRWA Education Updates
UNRWA is one of several education providers who are responding 
to the education, recreation and psychosocial needs of DPS children 
of schooling age. On 10 October, the DPS students from grades 1 
to 9 were placed in special classes in 17 different UNRWA schools 
all over Lebanon. Students from classes 10 to 12 decided to attend 
the normal classes in Lebanese schools to participate in the official 
exams of the BAC. In the first phase, DPS children in the special 
classes were provided with a safe and child-friendly environment in 
which they can interact with each other and engage in recreational and 
other ‘soft’ activities which support displaced children’s psychosocial 
needs. They also received a Back-to-school kit. In the second phase, 
which started after the Eid on October 30, the recreation activities 
were reduced and the curriculum classes increased, resulting into 
more subjects in Arabic, English and Arithmetics. Starting January 
2013 (earlier if possible), LFO aims to re-introduce more formal 
schooling for DPS children to enable them to continue and complete 
their education. During the first phase of operations, the attendance 
of Palestinian children in special classes was approximately half of 
those who had applied. Today, out of the 1,086 students that originally 
asked for UNRWA services in education, 416 attend special classes 
and 239 normal classes, a total percentage of 60.3%. 
In case that new arriving DPS families want to register their children 
in schools throughout the school year, they can contact any UNRWA 
school to be given detailed information about the registration. The 
new arrivals will be included in the already running classes without 
delay.

Attendance November 1: 

Distribution of Non-Food Items (NFI)
UNRWA is helping to coordinate the responses of over 10 
organizations and charities involved in the distribution of non-food 
items throughout the country. Coordination mechanisms exist in most 
camps and gatherings and are run under the overall direction of a 
Central Coordination body chaired by UNRWA. The following is a 
compilation of contributions from several organizations. It has not yet 
been authenticated by UNRWA.

Future assistance/service plans – 
depending on available funds
a. Food Assistance
Several organizations including charities, factions, and popular 
committees have distributed food and food vouchers to Palestinians 
throughout the country.  UNRWA is in the process of collecting 
information concerning these distributions.  UNRWA is yet to receive 
sufficient funds for its own food distribution.

b. Winter items
Several organizations (including UNRWA) are preparing plans 
for responding to the cold and wet conditions that will be faced 
by displaced Palestinians during the winter season. UNRWA 
is currently fund-raising for heating, additional blankets and 
winter clothing for Beqaa.  A coordination/planning meeting in 
relation to winterization was held with a number of NGO’s on 
18 October 2012.

Protection, legal status and advice
UNRWA is able to provide basic legal advice and information about 
formalities, but cannot assist Palestine refugees in applying for visa 
extensions/renewals. DPS continue to be issued with a seven day 
transit visa which is valid for 15 days.  Against the payment of a fee 
of LL50,000 ($33) per person, they can extend their visa for another 
month.  Yet, they cannot extend transit visas at the General Security 
beyond one month. In late September, the General Security announced 
that Palestinians from Syria with expired visas in Lebanon would not 
be asked to pay any fine if they return back across the border between 
17 September and 17 October.  UNRWA has been informed that this 
amnesty period has been extended by a further month.  The United 
Nations (including UNRWA) will continue to advocate with the 
Government for easing those procedures.

So far, UNRWA’s Legal Aid office has provided advice and assistance 
to 167 persons displaced from Syria since February 2012. 
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